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ABSTRACT
Despite the central importance of research papers to scientific
progress, they can be difficult to read. Comprehension is often
stymied when the information needed to understand a passage
resides somewhere else—in another section, or in another paper. In
this work, we envision how interfaces can bring definitions of tech-
nical terms and symbols to readers when and where they need them
most. We introduce ScholarPhi, an augmented reading interface
with four novel features: (1) tooltips that surface position-sensitive
definitions from elsewhere in a paper, (2) a filter over the paper
that “declutters” it to reveal how the term or symbol is used across
the paper, (3) automatic equation diagrams that expose multiple
definitions in parallel, and (4) an automatically generated glossary
of important terms and symbols. A usability study showed that
the tool helps researchers of all experience levels read papers. Fur-
thermore, researchers were eager to have ScholarPhi’s definitions
available to support their everyday reading.
CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→ Interactive systems and tools.
KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION
Researchers are charged with keeping on top of immense, rapidly-
changing literatures. Naturally, then, reading constitutes a major
part of a researcher’s everyday work. Senior researchers, such as
faculty members, spend over one-hundred hours a year reading the
literature, consuming over one one-hundred papers annually [89].
And despite the formidable background knowledge that a researcher
gains over the course of their career, they will still often find that
papers are prohibitively difficult to read.
As they read, a researcher is constantly trying to fit the infor-
mation they find into schemas of their prior knowledge, but the
success of this assimilation is by no means guaranteed [8]. A re-
searcher may struggle to understand a paper due to gaps in their
own knowledge, or due to the intrinsic difficulty of reading a spe-
cific paper [8]. Reading is made all the more challenging by the
fact that scholars increasingly read selectively, looking for specific
information by skimming and scanning [33, 63, 90].
∗Also with University of Washington.
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Figure 1: ScholarPhi helps readers understand nonce words—
unique technical terms and symbols—defined within scien-
tific papers.When a reader comes across a nonce word that they
do not understand, ScholarPhi lets them click the word to view a
position-sensitive definition in a compact tooltip. The tooltip lets
the reader jump to the definition in context. It also lets them open
lists of prose definitions, defining formulae, and usages of the word.
ScholarPhi augments the reading interface with this and a host of
other features (see Section 4) to assist readers.
We are motivated by the question “Can a novel interface improve
the reading experience by reducing diversions and distractions that
interrupt the reading flow?” This work takes a measured step to
address the general design question by focusing on the specific case
of helping readers understand cryptic technical terms and symbols
defined within a paper, which are called “nonce words” in the field
of linguistics. Formally, a nonce word is a word that is coined for
a particular use, which is unlikely to become a permanent part of
the vocabulary [59]. Because a nonce word is localized to a specific
paper, a reader cannot know precisely what it means when they
start reading the paper. Because it is only intended for use within a
single paper, it is likely to be defined somewhere within that same
paper, but finding that definition may require significant effort by
the reader. By their nature, nonce words are an interesting focus
for augmenting reading tools because readers will have questions
about them, and those questions will be answerable (exclusively
by) searching the text that contains them.
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Figure 2: One challenge to reading a paper is making sense
of the hundreds of nonce words within them. Nonce words,
like the symbols, abbreviations, and terms shown in this figure,
are defined within a paper for use within that paper. As such, a
reader cannot know what they mean ahead of time. Quintessential
examples of nonce words in the computer science literature are
mathematical symbols, and abbreviations for metrics, algorithms,
and datasets.
Two aspects of nonce words constrain the design of any reading
application that is built to define them. First, they are abundant. A
paper can contain hundreds of them; indeed, a single passage may
contain dozens closely packed together. For example, an equation
may be comprised of dozens of symbols, and sub-symbols that make
up those symbols. Similarly, tables of results may have rows and
columns which are indexed by abbreviations for metrics, datasets,
and experimental conditions (Figure 2). In such settings a reader
is likely to have demands on their working memory and may also
want to see definitions for multiple nonce words in the same vicinity.
Second, nonce words are sometimes assigned multiple definitions
within the same paper. One example is a symbol like k , which over
the course of a single paper may variously stand for a dummy vari-
able in a summation operation, the number of components in a
mixture of Gaussian models, and the number of clusters output
by a clustering algorithm (see the scenario in Section 4). These
two aspects of nonce words beg the question of whether conven-
tional solutions for showing definitions of terms (e.g., the electronic
glossaries explored in second-language learning research [14, 94]
or Wikipedia’s page previews [61]) also suit a researcher who is
puzzling their way through dense, cryptic, ambiguous notation.
In this work, we design, develop, and assess ScholarPhi, a pro-
totype tool for helping readers concentrate on the cognitively de-
manding task of reading scientific papers by providing them effi-
cient access to definitions of nonce words. This paper begins with
a formative study of nine readers as they read a scientific text of
their own choice (Section 3.1). Most readers expressed confusion at
nonce words in the text. Many readers were reluctant to look up
what the words meant given the anticipated cost of doing so. This
inspired the subsequent design of tools that could have answered
those readers’ questions while requiring so little effort that readers
would actually use the tool.
We then describe design motivations for a new reading interface
(Section 3.2), that are grounded in insights from four pilot studies
of early prototypes of ScholarPhi, conducted with 24 researchers.
Key insights from the research include the importance of tailoring
definitions to the passage where a reader seeks to understand a
nonce word, and the competing goals of providing scent (i.e., visual
cues [68]) of what is defined without distracting from a reading
task that is already cognitively demanding on its own.
Building on the motivations found in the pilot research, the
ScholarPhi system is presented (Section 4). The basic design of
ScholarPhi is one of an interactive hypertext interface. A reader’s
paper is augmented with subtle hyperlinks indicating which nonce
words can be clicked in order to access definition information. Read-
ers can click nonce words to access definitions for those words in a
compact tooltip (Figure 1). These definitions are position-sensitive—
that is, if there are multiple definitions of a nonce word in the text,
ScholarPhi uses the heuristic of showing readers the most recent
definition that appears before the selected usage of the nonce word.
Definitions are also linked to the passage they were extracted from:
a reader can click on a hyperlink next to the definition to jump to
where it appears in the paper. In addition to definitions, the tooltip
makes available a list of all usages of the nonce word throughout
the text (including definitions), as well as a special view of formulae
that include the nonce word.
Beyond these basic affordances, ScholarPhi provides a suite of
features, each of which provides readers with efficient yet non-
intrusive methods for accessing information about nonce words.
First, ScholarPhi provides efficient, precise selection mechanics for
selecting mathematical symbols and their sub-symbols through
single clicks, rather than error-prone text selections (Section 4.1).
Second, ScholarPhi provides a novel filter over the paper called
“declutter” that helps a reader search for information about a nonce
word by low-lighting all sentences in the paper that do not include
that word (Section 4.2). Third, ScholarPhi generates equation di-
agrams and overlays them on top of display equations, affixing
labels to all symbols and sub-symbols in the equation for which
definitions are available (Section 4.3). The final feature is a priming
glossary comprising definitions of all nonce words that appear in
a paper, prepended to the start of the document to let a reader
review the nonce words for a paper before they begin to read it
(Section 4.4).
The emphasis in the design of each of these features is on ac-
knowledging the inherent complexity of the setting of scientific
papers, and hence designing features for looking up definitions
that are easy to invoke and minimally distracting. To enable these
features, new methods were introduced for analyzing scientific pa-
pers in order to make nonce words interactive. A paper processing
pipeline was built that automatically segments equations into sym-
bols and their sub-symbols, detects all usages for a nonce word, and
which detects precise bounding box locations of nonce words so
that they may be clicked. A custom PDF annotation tool was built
to facilitate the manual extraction of definitions and annotation of
nonce words with these definitions. This pipeline was sufficient for
enabling us to research the design and use of ScholarPhi, and has
been made available for public use.1 While details of the pipeline
1See the project repository at https://github.com/allenai/scholarphi.
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are not the focus of this paper, the pipeline is responsible for the
operation of the system, and hence is described in Appendix A.1.
This work concludes with a controlled usability study with
twenty-seven researchers (Section 5). Researchers were observed
as they used three versions of ScholarPhi—one with all the features
described above, one with only the “declutter” feature, and one
that behaved exactly like a standard, un-augmented PDF reader.
When readers had access to ScholarPhi’s features, they could an-
swer questions about a scientific paper in significantly less time,
while viewing significantly less of the paper in order to come to an
answer. They also reported that they found it easier to answer ques-
tions about the paper, and were more confident about their answers,
when they used ScholarPhi. Researchers were also observed as they
used ScholarPhi for a fifteen-minute period of unstructured reading
time. Researchers made use of all of ScholarPhi’s features. Feed-
back was overwhelmingly positive. Most participants expressed an
interest in using the features “often” or “always” for future papers,
with a particular emphasis on the perceived utility of definition
tooltips and equation diagrams.
In summary, this work makes four contributions. First, it charac-
terizes the problem of searching for information about nonce words
as one of the challenges of reading scientific papers, grounded in
a small formative study. Second, it provides design motivations
for designing interactive tools that define nonce words, grounded
in the iterative design of a tool. Third, it presents ScholarPhi, an
augmented reading interface with a suite of novel features for help-
ing readers understand nonce words in scientific papers. Finally, it
provides evidence of the usefulness of the design in searching and
reading scientific papers through a controlled study with twenty-
seven researchers.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
2.1 How researchers read papers
Researchers read papers to become aware of foundational ideas and
to stay apprised of the latest developments in their field. However,
reading papers is difficult. Challenges in reading a paper can come
from gaps in the reader’s knowledge, or from ideas in the paper
that are poorly explained [8]. Papers may be read out-of-order and
piecemeal [8, 33, 63]. As a result, a passage of a paper may be read
out of context. The need to assimilate information scattered across
one or many papers is representative of what has been observed
in the human-computer interaction community for active reading
behavior of other types of knowledge workers [2, 65, 86].
Papers that include mathematical content can impose additional
demands on a reader. Reading mathematical texts often entails grap-
pling with unfamiliar terminology and notational idioms, which can
be particularly challenging for less experienced readers [82]. Self-
reports from mathematicians have suggested that the process of
reading math involves backtracking as a reader attempts to scaffold
their understanding [92], a pattern which has also been observed
in eye-tracking studies of reading math [37, 46]. When attempting
to understand an equation, readers will look to nearby equations
and text for clarifications [46].
While reading papers in physical volumes and print-outs used
to be the norm, it is increasingly the case that researchers con-
sult papers in digital reading applications [51, 89], particularly for
some types of scholarly communication such as conference pro-
ceedings [51]. This suggests the value of investing in reading user
interfaces that take advantage of the unique interactive potential
of digital interfaces to augment the reading experience.
2.2 Augmented reading interfaces
Since the beginning of human-computer interaction as a discipline,
one of the foundational challenges has been equipping knowledge
workers with tools that extend their cognition during reading. Van-
nevar Bush in his vision of the memex proposed a system that
enabled readers to build trails across the literature, linking passages
across related readings in a way that makes implicit connections
clear [10]. This vision has expressed itself in many forms, from
the invention of hypertext [19] to experiments with interactive
books [64] and “fluid documents” that can adapt their form and
content to elaborate where readers need clarification [12]. In the
first decade of the CHI conference, myriad techniques were pro-
posed to help readers navigate text using social annotations [32],
augment hypertexts with glosses that could dynamically change
the layout of the text [98], and provide navigational affordances
that allowed readers to see overviews of document content and
jump quickly to passages of interest [28, 78].
2.2.1 Glossaries, Definitions, and Explanations. Today, many read-
ing and editing tools show dictionary definitions on hover or click-
ing on words. The Word Wise feature in the Amazon Kindle lets
readers view definitions of tricky words in the space between con-
secutive lines of text [54]. In 2014, Wikipedia began to roll out page
previews as a feature that allowed readers to preview the content
of a referenced page by hovering over a link to that page. Based
on positive usability evaluation results, Wikipedia decided to make
the feature a permanent fixture on the site [61]. Recent proceed-
ings of human-computer interaction conferences have introduced
prototypes that allow readers to answer their questions about how
to use web pages [15], the meaning of cryptic programming syn-
tax [30], hard-to-visualize quantities [36], and unfamiliar words
from a second language [55].
2.2.2 Symbol Selection. ScholarPhi used an advanced symbol se-
lection technique that draws from related work. Zeleznik et al. [97]
introduced gestures for a multi-touch display that support the effi-
cient selection of mathematical expressions. Bier et al. [9] designed
a technique for rapid selection of entities (such as addresses) with
a single click. The symbol selection mechanism in ScholarPhi can
be seen as a combination of these two features, supporting single-
click selection of mathematical expressions, with refinement of
the selection to choose specific sub-symbols of that expression via
additional clicks. In the future, ScholarPhi may support the efficient
selection of many nonce words at once in a passage using fuzzy
text selection techniques such as those proposed by Hinckley et al.
[34] and Chang et al. [13].
2.2.3 Information Highlighting and Fading. ScholarPhi was de-
signed to provide the efficiency of visual querying present in con-
temporary code editors like VSCode [91], in which arbitrary text
(i.e., a variable or expression) can be selected, and all other appear-
ances of that same text are instantly highlighted everywhere else
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in the text. In the design of its lists of definitions and usages, Schol-
arPhi also draws inspiration from tools such as LiquidText [87],
which support viewing lists of within-text search results side-by-
side with the query term highlighted. In its design of the “declutter”
filter, ScholarPhi draws on the design of visual filters already present
in prototype and production tools. The fading out of content in
order to direct a reader’s focus to information of interest is a de-
sign pattern that has been put to use for interactive tutorials [41]
in which instructions are highlighted while the rest of the user
interface is faded, as well as interactive debugging tools [24, 44].
2.2.4 Readability versus Document Augmentations. On the whole,
evidence has supported the use of embedding explanations in texts.
In the context of second-language learning, embedded glosses for
unfamiliar vocabulary have been shown to lead to vocabulary learn-
ing [94], and improved comprehension [88].
That said, in making texts interactive, there is a key tension be-
tween assisting the reader and distracting them. On the one hand,
studies such as one run by Rott [74] suggest that the best com-
prehension outcomes can be achieved when all words that have
glosses are marked. That said, interactive texts change readers’
behavior. Understandably, readers are more likely to click on words
that are visibly interactive [22], leading to what has been called
by some “click-happy behavior” [73]. Furthermore, studies of texts
augmented with hyperlinks have sometimes shown that these aug-
mentations have led to worse comprehension of the texts, rather
than better comprehension [23]. What the evidence suggests over-
all is that amidst the appeal of interactive reading interfaces, great
care must be taken during design to make sure not to introduce
features that will ultimately distract readers from the cognitively
demanding task of reading.
2.3 Tools for reading scientific papers
2.3.1 Links to External Resources. Tools can help researchers read
scientific papers in a number of ways. To reduce the need to click
away from the paper currently being read, some journals pub-
lishers now allow readers to view metadata by clicking on cita-
tions [25, 71, 84]. Experimental tools have been built that augment
papers with additional information about cited papers [70], bias in
study design [56], and links to external learning resources [39, 53].
They have supported explanations from one person to another,
allowing peer reviewers [67], collaborators [96], instructors [60],
strangers [26], and crowds [38] to annotate and discuss arbitrary
passages of papers. Other approaches to saving the scientist time in-
clude tools to support literature search (e.g., [69, 72, 99]), summarize
the text [11, 79] or rewrite passages in simpler language [43].
2.3.2 Links Within Papers. Reading interfaces can also help re-
searchers by helping themnavigate to information of interest within
the paper. For several years, interfaces for reading PDFs have pro-
vided standard affordances for jumping to hyperlinks within the
paper. Typesetting software like LATEX can automatically embed
clickable links from references to figures, equations, and sections to
the content they refer to, and from citations to reference sections.
Prototype tools have been built to further assist readers in finding
passages about topics of interest [28], in jumping between a passage
that describes research results to the relevant parts of data tables [5,
42, 48], and jumping to passages that answer natural language
questions [100]. Other research has augmented static figures in
papers with interactive overlays [29, 57].
Of particular relevance to this paper is a class of experimental
systems that surface explanations of terms and symbols in scientific
papers. Tools have been developed that link from terms to pages
that define them on Wikipedia [1], expand acronyms [81], and
which direct from key phrases in papers to topic pages where those
phrases are defined and relevant excerpts for those topics are taken
from other papers [80].
2.3.3 Tools for Reading Math. In response to the unique chal-
lenges of reading mathematical texts, prototype tools have been
designed to help readers find explanations of math expressions in
the text [3, 46, 66]. The e-Proof system focuses on single, single-
page proofs rather than papers. As part of a guided tour of a proof,
they selectively fade out the parts of the proof that are not cur-
rently the focus of the tour [3]. Another approach is a prototype that
lets readers look up the meanings of operator symbols in external
knowledge bases, and reveals simplified versions of equations with
details elided [47]. Of these tools, only Alcock [3] was evaluated
with human users (see [75, 76]) in a math education setting. It was
found that while readers used the tools of their own accord [75],
many features that were introduced to assist readers, such as audio
walkthroughs of the content, got in readers’ way [76]. ScholarPhi
consolidates and extends features from these prior prototypes, and
introduces additional features and affordances, with the goal of
helping readers understand nonce words in papers. This work con-
tributes a system that can help scale these interactions to scientific
papers, and an understanding of how to tailor the interactions to
better support readers based on iterative evaluation of interactive
prototypes.
3 DESIGN MOTIVATION AND PRINCIPLES
The design principles for ScholarPhi are based on several rounds
of iterative design, first with a formative study of how scholars
currently read scientific texts, and then with increasingly fleshed
out versions of the prototype. This section simultaneously reports
on these rounds of iterative design and presents the resulting design
principles.
3.1 Formative study
To better understand how the presence of nonce words affects the
reading experience, we conducted a small formative study. Nine
readers (four graduate students, five undergraduate students, re-
ferred to as R1–9 below) participated in an observational study in
which they read a scientific text of their own choice. Six partici-
pants brought research papers (R1–5, R8). Five of these papers were
about computer science and one was about architecture. Three
participants brought instructional texts on the topics of data sci-
ence (R6), experimental design (R7), and formal analysis (R9). These
latter three participants were included to see whether the obstacles
encountered in reading scientific papers also occurred for readers
of other types of scientific texts.
Readers were asked to read their text for forty minutes. During
this time, they thought aloud. Readers reported when they encoun-
tered confusing passages of text. Then, they described whether they
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intended to look up information to clarify their confusion. If they
chose to look for such clarifying information, they described where
they looked and why. Our findings were as follows:
All but one reader expressed confusion at a term used in the text
(R1–3, R5–9). In some cases, the confusion was about a term that
was specific to the scientific discipline of the text (R3, R5–9), such as
the terms “diacritic” (R3) or “population parameter” (R6). For papers
from computer science, such terms included both benchmarks used
to test an algorithm (R3) as well as baselines against which an
algorithm of interest was compared (R5).
In other cases, the terms causing confusion came fromwithin the
same paper. Authors introduced terms to describe their methods
(“symbolic validator” (R1), “backtranslation” (R3)) that had nuanced
meanings within the text, but whose meaning the reader could not
summon when viewed out of the context of its definition. Authors
would invent shorthand for running examples (e.g., a test set of cow
images named “cow”) that they then referred back to by that short-
hand (i.e., “cow”) throughout the figures, which could be confusing
if the reader was reading the text out of order (R5). Texts could
also be sprinkled with vague back-references to assumptions (R5),
analyses (R6), parameters (R8), and theorems (R9) that readers could
not recall. In some cases (R6, R8), readers were not sure whether
a reference referred to a passage in the current text or in another
text.
Mathematical symbols were another source of confusion (R2–4,
R6). Questions that readers had about symbols were of several kinds.
Readers sometimes could simply not understand the meaning of
a symbol (e.g., “Θs ”, “M”, “p”, “q”, “x”, “y”, “y1”, R2–4, R6). In other
cases, they wanted information about how a set of symbols were
used in combination. For example, R4 scanned the appendix of the
research paper they were reading to better understand the meaning
of a ratio “M/N ” that appeared in one of the equations. Readers
also wondered about the values that symbols were assigned (R2,
R3, R6). For example, one reader (R2) wondered what value the
regularization parameter λ was set to when a model was trained.
Another reader (R3) wanted to see example data that could be used
as inputs x and y to a translation algorithm.
Thus, confusion about terms and symbols (nonce words, in our
terminology) was common among the readers in the study. Read-
ers’ strategies for resolving this confusion varied based on how
important it was that they understood a nonce word. If it mattered
that they understood a nonce word, a reader often attempted to
infer meaning from context (R3, R6–9). If they could not surmise
the meaning from context, readers would sometimes delay looking
up an explanation with the hope that they might find one later
in the text (R1, R3, R4, R6–9). A drawback of this approach, de-
scribed by R1, is that a reader may reach a point in the text that
they lack an understanding of so many important terms that they
can no longer understand the text without stopping and searching
for explanations.
Eventually, many readers needed to stop reading in order to
look up explanations. One participant referred to this as an unde-
sirable “context switch” which takes them out of the “headspace”
of understanding a complicated passage (R4). When looking for
explanations, five readers looked elsewhere in the same text (R2-4,
R8, R9). This entailed backtracking within the text (R3, R4), jumping
Figure 3: When researchers have trouble understanding
nonce words, they look up explanations elsewhere. One re-
searcher in the formative study proactively assembled glossaries in
the margins of the paper for key symbols (above). They annotated
both brief text descriptions and miniature equation diagrams (see
the annotation for T(i, j)).
forward (R2, R4), opening within-text glossaries (R8), and perform-
ing within-text search (i.e., “Control-F” search) within the reading
application (R9). Those reading instructional texts often consulted
external references like web search results (R6, R8), dictionary ap-
plications (R7), and Wikipedia (R9). One reader took a proactive
approach to reducing the cost of within-paper lookups by assem-
bling glossaries for key symbols in the margins of the text (R4, see
Figure 3).
This study indicated that readers of scientific papers, and scien-
tific texts more generally, frequently have questions about nonce
words. To answer these questions, readers either infer answers from
context, wait for an answer, or look for explanations elsewhere.
While readers do look for explanations elsewhere, they try to avoid
doing so as it takes them away from the text they are trying to
understand. These observations suggest that readers could benefit
from interfaces that make explanations of nonce words available to
them without distracting them from the task of a careful reading.
3.2 Design guidelines from iterative design
The design of ScholarPhi was refined through an iterative design
process lasting twelve months. Improvements to the design were
motivated by feedback from 24 researchers who used prototypes of
the tool to read scientific papers.
Four pilot studies were conducted, each one of a prototype of
ScholarPhi at a different stage of design.
• Study D (Declutter lens only): 4 researchers (D1–4)
• Study S (Side notes containing definitions, defining formulae,
and usages): 4 researchers (S1–4)
• StudyT (Tooltips instead of side notes): 9 researchers (T1–9)
• Study E (Equation diagrams and a complex version of tooltip
interaction flow): 9 researchers (E1–9)
The first two studies (D and S) were observation studies. Par-
ticipants thought aloud as they used the tool. For the second two
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studies (T and E), participants read on their own, participated in a
30-minute focus group discussion, and filled out a questionnaire
about their experience. Seven participants in these last two stud-
ies (T1–3, E1–4) participated in a 15-minute follow-up interview.
In each study, participants read a different scientific paper. Two
researchers (S2, S3) participated in multiple studies.
Participant feedback motivated improvements to the interface
which are reported in Section 4. One author analyzed transcripts
from all studies following a qualitative approach. This yielded the
following six design motivations for designing effective interfaces
for providing in-situ explanations within scientific texts.
M1. Tailor definitions to the location of appearance. The same
nonce word can have multiple conflicting definitions throughout
a paper. For example, in the paper used as stimulus in the formal
study [85], the symbol T took on multiple distinct senses includ-
ing referring to the dimensionality of a vector xt , being part of a
composite symbol T (j) used to refer to a layer in a neural network
and being used as the matrix transposition operation in several
display equations. Additionally, several meanings of T were never
explicitly defined.
When readers used a prototype that showed definitions of all
of these senses in a list, they wanted to know which ones were
the most appropriate to the passage that they were reading (S1–3).
Readers requested that the tool show the definitions appropriate to
the place where they asked for them (S1). They also asked to see
the surrounding context of a definition (S2, S3).
A related principle is eliminating redundant definitions. If a
reader selected a nonce word within a passage where it was being
defined, they did not wish to see a tooltip containing the definition
sentence they were already reading (S1, T9).
M2. Connect readers to definitions in context. Four readers re-
quested the ability to jump from a definition to the passage where
it appeared in the paper (S1–3, T5, T6). This would aid judging
relevance (S1–3) and assessing what appeared to be errors in the
extraction algorithm (T5).
M3. Consolidate information. While the information that explains
a nonce word can be scattered across a paper, readers want expla-
nations that consolidates all of that information in one compact,
concise package. When they clicked on a composite symbol, they
wanted to see explanations of each sub-symbol that made it up
(E2, E4). They also expected the interface to be able to gather ex-
planations for semantically similar symbols that differed in their
surface features, such as showing a definition for “PMA(·)” that
was extracted for the function “PMA(X )” (E1).
M4. Provide scent. In all prototypes, nonce words were marked
with a light dotted underline. Readers appreciated that the under-
lines provided scent of which words they could click to see defini-
tions (S2–4). Participants did not turn off this affordance, although
they were provided with this option in later versions of the design.
M5. Minimize occlusion. In two prototypes, tooltips were packed
with definitions, defining formulae, and usages for symbols. Readers
reported that these tooltips occluded text that theywished to see (T4,
T6, E7) without providing much value beyond the first definition
(T1, T4–6). Still, some readers desired tooltips as opposed to side
notes, as it allowed them to view definitions without losing their
place in the text (E3, E4). The current prototype attempts to balance
these conflicting needs by providing a compact tooltip that contains
only the most recent definition of a nonce word and a few small
buttons for accessing lists of definitions, defining formulae, and
usages. A tooltip for a nonce word can be hidden by clicking on a
“close” button within the tooltip.
M6. Minimize distractions. The user interface was revised several
times to remove features that, while originally envisioned as being
helpful, distracted from the reading task. One reader aptly described,
“I was trying to pay more attention to the paper than the tool and
the paper requires a lot of overhead to understand. So I didn’t
have much left over for the tool” (E1). One prototype used several
highlighting colors to indicate appearances, usages, and definitions
of a selected nonce word; however, this added visual clutter that
was hard to understand (E3). The current prototype uses a single
static highlight color. Readers were asked across multiple studies
whether they found underlines beneath the nonce words distracting.
They repeatedly reported that they did not (S2–4, T5, T7). However,
one reader did request the ability to turn them off (E1), which has
been included in all recent prototypes of the interface.
4 USER INTERFACEWALKTHROUGH
We illustrate the experience using ScholarPhi through a set of four
scenarios, where a reader wishes to know the meaning of a specific
nonce word. Each scenario is chosen so that one of ScholarPhi’s
features is uniquely well-suited to the reader’s task.2
To explain the design decisions underlying a feature, we refer
back to findings from the formative research. Specifically, we note
whenever a design choice was informed by one of the design moti-
vations M1–6 that were introduced in Section 3.2. Implementation
details can be found in the Appendix A.1.
4.1 Definition tooltips
When a reader wants to know the meaning of a nonce word, Schol-
arPhi lets them look up the meaning by clicking the nonce word.
This reveals a definition tooltip (see Figure 1).
Definition tooltips appear directly beneath the selected nonce
word. This placement is intentional. By placing the definition be-
neath the word, as opposed to placing it in a document margin
or a glossary elsewhere in the text, a reader need not divert their
gaze from the text. In this way, the tooltip placement is chosen to
minimize distraction (M6). Furthermore, to avoid occluding the text
(M5), tooltips are compact. Their dimensions never exceed half the
page width, nor are they permitted to be longer than four lines tall.
If there are multiple definitions of a nonce word available within
the paper, ScholarPhi shows the definition that it infers as being
most relevant to the context. Specifically, it uses a heuristic of
showing the definition that appeared most recently before that
appearance of the word. This reduces mental effort that seeing
multiple definitions over the nonce word would incur (M1) and
reduces the amount of text occluded by the tooltip (M5).
In the passage shown below, k refers to an index of a component
in a mixture of Gaussians.
2See also the video figure at https://bit.ly/scholarphi-video-walkthrough.
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However, in a later passage, k is given an entirely different
meaning—a parameter that controls the number of clusters out-
put by a clustering algorithm. When the reader opens a definition
tooltip in this other passage, they also see the appropriate definition.
After seeing a definition in the tooltip, a reader may want more
information about the nonce word. For instance, they may want
to find whether the authors recommended that a specific number
of k components be used in the mixture of Gaussians. To help the
reader answer questions like this, ScholarPhi connects the reader
to definitions in context (M2). The reader can view the definition in
context by clicking the hyperlink next to the definition (i.e., “page 2”
in the figure above). ScholarPhi scrolls the paper to the definition,
highlighting the sentence that the definition came from:
When the reader has finished consulting the highlighted passage,
they can click their web browser’s “Back” button to return to the
definition tooltip at their previous position in the document.
Lists of usages. A reader can also look for more information about
a nonce word by reviewing the usages of the word. To connect
a reader with these usages, the definition tooltip provides three
buttons. The buttons let a reader open lists of all prose definitions
of the word, all defining formulae (i.e., formulae in which the nonce
word appears on the left-hand side of an assignment), and all usages
(i.e., passages that refer to the nonce word). Together, the buttons
provide a way for readers to access a consolidated collection of
everything that ScholarPhi knows about a nonce word (M3). Each
button provides scent that helps a reader understand how a nonce
word is defined and used (M4). By hovering over a button, the reader
can see how many definitions, defining formulae, or usages there
are for the nonce word. The button is disabled when no definitions,
defining formulae, or usages exist. When a reader clicks the button
for “all usages,” the list of usages opens in a dedicated sidebar, rather
than in the tooltip, to avoid occluding the text (M5). For example,
below we show the usages list for the nonce word Vparse .
Each usage in the list comprises one sentence referring to the
nonce word and a link to the sentence where it appears in the paper
(M2). To help readers evaluate the relevance of a usage, which can
contain the visual clutter of dense text and equations, the nonce
word is highlighted wherever it appears in a usage.
To avoid disorienting the reader, a tooltip always makes the
same information available to a reader in the same layout: buttons
for lists of definitions, defining formulae, and usages, as well as
a definition if one is available. If a tooltip is opened for a nonce
word within the sentence where the word is defined, the definition
tooltip reports, “Defined here.” This way, tooltips do not distract
the reader from the text with a definition they have already seen,
or are about to see (M6). If no definition exists for the nonce word,
then the three buttons to access the usage lists are still shown, but
those with no information behind them are grayed out.
Scent. While some nonce words are defined in a paper, others are
not. Authors may assume the meaning of a nonce word is implicit
or they may simply forget to define the nonce word. ScholarPhi pro-
vides visual scent [68] to help readers determinewhether they’ll find
a definition for a nonce word before they click on it (M4). This vi-
sual scent is provided in the form of a subtle dotted gray underline
beneath the nonce word. For instance, in the following passage,
readers can open definition tooltips for any of the underlined nonce
words, “CoNLL-2005,” “SRL,” and “LISA.”
So that it does not divert a user’s attention from the text need-
lessly (M6), ScholarPhi assumes that a reader will not want to view
a nonce word in a sentence that defines it, and so does not under-
line such nonce words. The rules for underlining symbols are more
nuanced. Papers can contain composite symbols where certain sub-
symbols (e.g., subscripts or superscripts) are defined, but the symbol
as a whole is not. In such a case, ScholarPhi highlights sub-symbols
for which definitions are available. In the passage below, ScholarPhi
highlights symbols to indicate it has definitions for “t ,” “X,” and “rt .”
Because the composite symbol “yprpt ” is defined in the sentence, it
is not underlined.
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Symbol selection. In a conventional interface for reading papers,
one challenge to searching for information about a symbol is sim-
ply selecting the symbol. Because the text for a symbol is often
split across multiple baselines (i.e., in subscripts or superscripts),
conventional text selection mechanisms may fail to select precisely
those characters that belong to the symbol. To reduce the cost of
accessing explanations, ScholarPhi supports efficient selection of
symbols. Symbols can be selected by clicking them once (steps “1”
and “2” below). Once a symbol is selected, all sub-symbols that
belong to it are highlighted and can be selected with a click (“3”).
1 2 3 4
By helping readers rapidly select sub-symbols, it is hoped that
ScholarPhi lets readers understand the meaning of a composite
symbol in terms of the meanings of it parts (M3).
Beyond the core features of definition tooltips and lists of usage,
ScholarPhi provides three innovative views to help readers access
definitions of nonce words when and where they need them, which
we describe next.
4.2 Declutter
To help readers quickly find information about a nonce word that is
scattered across a paper, ScholarPhi provides a novel feature called
“decluttering.” When a reader selects a nonce word, ScholarPhi “de-
clutters” the paper — by highlighting segments of text that contain
matches, and fading out all other sentences — in an effort to help
readers scan the paper for usages.
matching 
symbol
matching 
sentence
selection
ScholarPhi provides visual scent (M4) of where usages can be
found via a conventional search bar. The search bar counts how
many times the nonce word appears in the paper, and shows the
page number of the usage the reader selected. While readers are
expected to navigate a decluttered document by scrolling through
it, the search bar also supports navigation between usages with
“Next” and “Previous” buttons with arrow key keyboard shortcuts.
Decluttering has several advantages over the list of usages: it
connects readers to definitions in context by providing a view that
is grounded in the text (M2) and it reduces distractions by hiding
content in the paper, rather than exposing additional user interface
widgets (M6). Like the list of usages, decluttering does not occlude
text (M5).
4.3 Equation diagrams
Some passages are rife with nonce words. For instance, tables of
empirical results are indexed by abbreviations that represent exper-
imental conditions and measurements. Equations contain dozens of
symbols. For dense passages like these, readers may desire the abil-
ity to consult the definitions for many nonce words at the same time.
For display equations in particular (i.e., equations that are shown
on their own line separated from the text), ScholarPhi provides the
ability to view definitions of all symbols at the same time. To see the
definitions of all symbols in a display equation, a reader can click
that equation. Definitions are affixed to all symbols simultaneously.
Definitions are shown for symbols (e.g., “V (j)h ”) and the sub-
symbols they are composed of (“h”, “j”). Thus, definition infor-
mation that would otherwise be split across multiple tooltips is
consolidated into one place (M3). Like the definitions that appear in
tooltips, the definitions for equation diagrams are position-sensitive
(M1). By clicking a label for a symbol, a reader can open the defini-
tion tooltip for the symbol, providing access through the definition
tooltip to the context of the definition (M2).
Brushing and linking connects the definitions to the symbols;
as a reader hovers over a definition, the symbol it defines is high-
lighted with a more saturated color than the other symbols. Leader
lines connect the definitions to the symbols. The leader lines con-
necting definitions to symbols are diagonal, proceeding straight
from the definition label to the symbol. This style of leader line was
chosen as opposed to orthogonal leaders (i.e., leaders comprising
one horizontal and one vertical segment). While in general, orthog-
onal leaders have been observed to have great legibility [6], we
have found that diagonal lines stand out better amidst the clutter
of other marks in an equation (M6).
4.4 Priming glossary
Scientific texts like textbooks often contain glossaries that allow
readers to look up definitions of terms in a predictable place. One
type of glossary that can be particularly helpful to readers is what
Widdowson [93, page 82] called a “priming glossary,” or a glossary
that is shown to readers before a text to help prepare them for
problematic words that may appear in the text. ScholarPhi prepends
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a priming glossary to scientific papers. The glossary includes a list
of key terms and symbols, ordered by their appearance in the paper.
The glossary is intended to help readers in two ways. First, it
lets them prime themselves on the terms and symbols that will be
used in the paper. And second, it provides a reference that can be
printed and viewed side-by-side with the paper. One advantage to
presenting definitions in a priming gloss as opposed to tooltips is
that definitions for all nonce words can be consolidated into one
place (M3), letting a reader understand groups of related nonce
words by studying all of their definitions together. Furthermore,
the gloss provides scent (M4) of the density of nonce words, and
the presence of definitions of those words, before they start reading
the paper.
5 USABILITY STUDY
We performed a formal remote usability study to ascertain the an-
swers to the following questions: Do the features of ScholarPhi aid
readers’ ability to understand the use of nonce words when read-
ing complex scientific papers? Do readers elect to use the features
when given unstructured reading time? How are the features used
to support the reading experience?
In a within-participants design, we compared the full features
of ScholarPhi to a simplified version and a standard PDF reader on
a series of close reading tasks on a machine learning paper. The
quantitative and subjective results were strongly in favor of the
affordances supplied by ScholarPhi over a standard PDF reader,
with one exception.
5.1 Study design
Participants. Criteria for inclusion was having previously read a
machine learning paper. A total of 27 participants were recruited
through university and company mailing lists. 18 were doctoral
students, 5 were master’s students, 3 were undergraduate students,
and 1 was a professional researcher. 13 of the 27 participants iden-
tified their discipline as machine learning, and 21 were somewhat
or very comfortable with reading machine learning papers. Par-
ticipants were thanked with a $20 (USD) gift certificate. All study
sessions were 1 hour long and held remotely over Zoom, a video
conferencing platform; participant interactions were logged and
screen activity was captured. Participants opened a version of the
application in a private browser window, and were asked to share
their screen with the experimenters. This led to participants using
the interface on a variety of screen sizes and configurations.
Stimulus Paper. For this study, all participants read “Linguistically-
Informed Self-Attention for Semantic Role Labeling” (LISA) [85].
(Several examples in Section 4 are drawn from this paper.) This pa-
per makes for an interesting case because it won a best paper award
and yet some notation is used inconsistently and some symbols are
never defined explicitly.
Tasks. Each 1 hour session ran as follows: (1) Greeting and con-
sent form. (2) Interactive tutorial with all features on a two-page
paper [18]. (3) Read the abstract of the stimulus paper. (4) Com-
plete a timed practice question with the full interface. (5) Complete
three timed test questions using each of the three test interfaces
(4 minutes each), each followed with a question about confidence
and ease of use. (6) Unstructured reading of the stimulus paper
(15-20 minutes). (7) Questionnaire on background and subjective
responses.
In the unstructured reading portion participants were encour-
aged to make use of the tools if they anticipated they would be
helpful. The intention of this segment was to observe which aspects
of the tool were used when not under time pressure.
Interfaces. Three interfaces were compared within-participants:
• “Basic” is a basic PDF reader with standard search function-
ality (specifically, being able to find words using “Control-F”
with a toggle button tomatch case and the ability to highlight
all matches).
• “Declutter” is a PDF reader with additional declutter func-
tionality.
• “ScholarPhi” is a PDF reader with all ScholarPhi features.
Test questions. The three multiple-choice test questions were
each intended to assess a different aspect of pain points identified
by formative studies.
• “Results”: “According to Table 1, which model achieves the
best recall on WSJ data when GloVE embeddings are used?”
• “Dataset”: “Which text corpora is the ConLL-2005 dataset
made from? Select all that apply.”
• “Symbols”: “What does T (upper case) mean in this paper?
Select all senses in which T is used.”
AssessmentMeasures. For each of the test questions, wemeasured
the following quantitative metrics:
• “Confidence” is a five-point Likert scale variable indicating
the participant’s self-assessment of the following prompt: “I
am confident I came up with the right answer.” A score of 5
indicates strong agreement, and a score of 1 indicates strong
disagreement.
• “Ease” is a five-point Likert scale variable indicating the
participant’s self-assessment of the following prompt: “It
was easy to find the answer.” A score of 5 indicates strong
agreement, and a score of 1 indicates strong disagreement.
• “Time” is the number of seconds the participant spent to
answer the question. It is measured from when the question
first appeared on the participant’s screen, to when the partic-
ipant clicked the next button or the question timer expired
(whichever event occurred first).
• “Correct” is a binary variable indicating whether the partic-
ipant’s response to the question was correct. For questions
requiring a response with multiple selections, a response
was considered correct if it included all and only the correct
selections.
• “Area” is the proportion of the full paper viewed. It is com-
puted as the cumulative total pixel area viewed over the
total available pixel area in the entire paper. It ranges be-
tween values 0 (none of the paper viewed) and 1 (entire paper
viewed).
• “Distance” is a continuous variable measuring the cumu-
lative (normalized) absolute vertical pixel distance — that
is, number of document lengths — traversed by the partic-
ipant’s screen. Normalization controls for different pixel
heights across participants’ devices. The distance between
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Figure 4: Quantitative results for test questions. For continuous variables Time, Distance, and Area, the vertical bars indicate the
mean; lower values are preferred. For Confidence, Ease, and Correct, higher values are preferred.
the top and bottom pixels on each page is set to 1/npaдes
such that the entire paper’s total height sums to 1.0; travers-
ing the length of the paper twice would contribute 2.0 to the
total Distance.
Unstructured reading task measurements. Measurements in the
unstructured reading tasks included usage of key features and sub-
jective feedback.
Assignment. Using a repeated measures factorial design, we as-
signed each participant to three of nine possible configurations
— interface-question pairs — while ensuring that (i) each partici-
pant observed each interface and each question type exactly once
and (ii) all nine configurations had the same number of assigned
participants.
Analysis. For each of the quantitative measurements, we fit a
generalized linear mixed-effects model (GLMM) with fixed effects
for the interface and question factors (and a fixed-effects interaction
term). Details can be found in Appendix A.2.
Reduced Controls Due to Remote Testing. Since the study was held
remotely, some standard controls could not be employed: the size
of the screen, the speed of the user’s computer (the PDF reader
appeared to have lag for some participants and not for others),
and the distraction in the environment (background noise could
be heard for many of the participants). These differences might
account for variation in performance and subjective accounts of
the experience. Rather than degrading the quality of the data, these
factors make the study better represent variation that we anticipate
readers using this tool would have in their environments.
5.2 Results: Quantitative
Figure 4 summarizes how the quantitative measures on the test
questions vary across the three interfaces. We report results from
two-sided t-test analyses of pairwise contrasts in Table 1. These
results indicate which patterns shown in Figure 4 are statistically
significant.
We observed that ScholarPhi outperformed the other interfaces
in terms of subjective scores on Ease and Confidence. (Declutter
reported higher Ease than Basic, but not higher Confidence).
ScholarPhi also outperformed the other interfaces in terms of
time required to answer the test questions (Time). (Declutter
and Basic were not significantly different). While ScholarPhi and
Basic performed equally on number of participants answering test
questions correctly (Correct) (Declutter reported higher Cor-
rect than both), these pairwise differences were not statistically
significant. As such, we observed that participants using Schol-
arPhi were able to answer questions as correctly as they would
using other interfaces, but in less time. Finally, we observed that
participants traversed less screen Distance and viewed less Area
of the paper under ScholarPhi and Declutter compared to Ba-
sic; ScholarPhi outperformed Declutter on Area but did not
significantly outperform Declutter on Distance. Overall, these
results suggest that even the lighter-weight version of the tool,
with the Declutter overlay alone, yields benefits over the standard
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PDF reader, but the full set of features in ScholarPhi is especially
beneficial.
Upon further inspection of the results on Correct, we found
the performance of participants on a particular question yielded
the reason for ScholarPhi performing similarly to Basic (and with
Declutter yielding slightly higher results than the other two).
Participants performed better on both Results and Dataset using
ScholarPhi, but performed very poorly on Symbols with this in-
terface. Recall from the discussion in Section 3.2 (M1) that the LISA
paper uses the symbol T inconsistently and also does not define all
senses of this symbol. We found that participants almost always
answered this question incorrectly using ScholarPhi because the
definitions did not show all of the usages, and the participants had
the expectation that the definitions showed all of the senses of the
term. This highlights an important potential drawback of a tool
like ScholarPhi—it can mislead if it implies incorrect information.
5.3 Subjective impressions
Subjective responses from participants (referred to here as “readers”
collectively, and P1-27 individually) were obtained both from oral
comments during the study and from open-ended questions in the
final questionnaire. Readers’ impressions of ScholarPhi were over-
whelmingly positive. Readers were enthusiastic about the support
that ScholarPhi provided for the reading task. They described the
tool as “cool” (P8), “very cool”, (P13), “super cool” (P12), and “amaz-
ing” (P4, P16, P19). Eight of the 27 responses to the open-ended
questionnaire forms contained exclamation marks conveying par-
ticipant excitement for the tool. Several readers commented on
the polish of the prototype (P7, P24), which reflects on the careful
refinement of the interface over several cycles of iterative design.
Readers appreciated ScholarPhi for three supporting roles they
saw it as playing in reading tasks. First, its ability to preserve what
multiple participants called “reading flow” (P16, P27). In the words
of one participant, ScholarPhi helped them “focus on the aspects of
the paper that interested me, and not waste time on other stuff” like
reminding themselves of definitions (P4). The features provided
timely reminders (P10, P21, P26), and eliminated the need to traverse
“back and forth” within the paper (P11). Second, ScholarPhi helped
them “check their understanding” of the meanings of nonce words
(P16) and the passages of text they appeared in (P20). Third, readers
thought that ScholarPhi could help readers engage with papers that
they otherwise would not have had the vocabulary to read easily
(P4, P23), in effect “lowering the barrier” to reading papers in fields
outside of one’s expertise.
Anticipated usage. To determine which of ScholarPhi’s features
would be of greatest interest to researchers in the future, and hence
which features should be developed further, readers were asked
to report how often they expected they would use each feature if
it was available in the software they used to read papers. Readers
expected they would use several of the features very frequently,
including definition tooltips for symbols (16 / 27 “always”, 8 / 27
“often”), definition tooltips for terms (15 / 27 “always”, 9 / 27 “often”),
and equation diagrams (17 / 27 “always”, 6 / 27 “often”). The other
features seemed to have less universal appeal, in particular declutter
for symbols (5 / 27 “always”, 13 / 27 “sometimes”), declutter for
terms (2 / 27 “always”, 15 / 27 “often”), and the priming glossary (8
/ 27 “always”, 6 / 27 “often”). Even amidst this variation, responses
on the whole were positive. While readers could report that they
“never” saw themselves using a feature, we did not see a single
participant report they would never use one of the features.
5.4 Usability of features
To understand successes and gaps in the design, usage logs were
collected during the unstructured reading task. All readers except
for one (96%) used at least one of ScholarPhi’s features during the
unstructured reading time. Analysis of the aforementioned data
led to the following conclusions about the usability of ScholarPhi’s
features:
Definition tooltips. For most readers, tooltips were ScholarPhi’s
most essential feature. As noted above, it was the feature that the
most participants anticipated using regularly if available in their
reading interfaces. Readers appreciated tooltips for their intended
purpose: their support for looking up definitions of nonce words
that appeared elsewhere in the paper (P10). An additional use case
was to check if a passage the reader was consulting was indeed
the definition of a nonce word, so the reader could make sure they
were not missing information of interest (P2).
Readers used definition tooltips more than any other feature in
ScholarPhi. All but three participants opened at least one tooltip for
a symbol, and all but one participants opened at least one tooltip for
a term. When readers used tooltips they used them often. Readers
opened tooltips for symbols a median of 10 times (σ = 13.8,max =
54), and for terms a median of 5 times (σ = 3.6,max = 14).
Declutter. In contrast to tooltips, which were unanimously liked,
the declutter feature saw disagreement. Some readers valued the
feature, and others did not. Those that did not sometimes did not
understand what the point of the feature was (P25), or thought
the feature provided little value over the definition tooltips (P22).
Others felt that the standard “Control-F” search provided a more
efficient interface for searching a paper than scrolling through
a paper with declutter (P2). One obstacle to using declutter was
that, in contrast to standard text search, readers could only start
searching with declutter if the nonce word they wanted to search
for was within view. With standard text search, a search can be
initiated anywhere by typing in an arbitrary query into an always-
available query widget. It could be frustrating not to be able to
do the same with declutter, particularly if the reader wanted to
temporarily deactivate declutter so that they could consult some
of the hidden text, and then resume declutter for the same nonce
word as before (P14).
That said, readers’ behavior indicates that most readers likely
expected declutter to be useful for finding answers to questions in
a paper: all participants activated declutter at least once in the test
task when they used an interface with only the declutter feature
enabled. Several readers indicated that they believed declutter could
be useful for finding information about nonce words (P6, P11, P15,
P23, P26). One reader noted that the feature made the paper look
“less cluttered,” despite not having been told that the feature was
in fact named “declutter” (P11). Furthermore, declutter could make
readers feel “less overwhelmed” by the text in the paper (P27).
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ScholarPhi vs.
Declutter
Declutter vs.
Basic
ScholarPhi vs.
Basic
yˆn − yˆd p yˆd − yˆb p yˆn − yˆb p
Confidence (1–5) 0.59 0.094 0.19 0.785 0.78 0.020
Ease (1–5) 0.93 0.005 0.78 0.020 1.70 <0.0001
Time (seconds) -27.6 0.015 -16.8 0.218 -45.4 0.0001
Correct -15% 0.393 -15% 0.393 0% 1.000
Distance (# doc lengths) -0.24 0.572 -0.66 0.023 -0.90 0.001
Area -11% 0.047 -14% 0.009 -25% <0.0001
Table 1: Two-sided t-tests for pairwise contrasts. Reporting yˆi −yˆj and Holm-Bonferroni-correctedp-values[35], where yˆ is the estimated
mean of y under the GLMM, and i, j correspond to interface options — b=Basic, d=Declutter, n=ScholarPhi. For example, in the cell for
(Time, ScholarPhi vs. Basic), we can interpret the result as ScholarPhi is associated with 45.4 fewer seconds in Time than Basic, on
average. Correct and Area contrasts are reported as absolute, not relative, percentage point differences. Statistically significant p-values
are bolded. Further details are in Appendix A.2.
Lists of usages. Nearly all (20 / 27) readers opened a list of defini-
tions, defining formulae, or usages during the unstructured reading
task. 18 readers opened a list of definitions, 3 opened a list of defin-
ing formulae, and 10 opened a list of usages. Some participants used
the lists heavily—one participant opened the lists of definitions and
usages eight times each (P4). Readers used the list of usages to
develop an understanding of the purpose of the paper (P9) and to
gather additional context to check their understanding of a term
(P16).
One reader used the list of usages in a novel way, describing
the list as a “guide” that supported non-linear reading (P27). The
reader left the list open for minutes at a time. Because the usages
pane loads usages for whatever nonce word is currently selected,
they could therefore jump from one passage to the next, finding
usages of nonce words that drew their interest, jumping to those
usages, and then viewing the usages of nonce words in the passage
they just jumped to. The reader believed that by supporting this
reading pattern, the list allowed them to answer questions they had
about the text as they were raised, rather than waiting them to be
resolved in a later passage.
Equation diagrams. Equation diagrams were a favorite feature
formany readers. More readers expected theywould use this feature
“always” for future readings than any other feature. Nearly all (21 /
27) readers opened at least one equation diagram during the fifteen-
minute unstructured reading session, and most readers opened
multiple; the median participant opened three equation diagrams
while they read (σ = 4.3,max = 14).
The primary use of equation diagrams was to understand the
symbols in an equation without needing to attend to the surround-
ing text (P1, P6, P11, P13, P14, P21, P24). Diagrams were seen as
particularly useful when an equation was long (P24) or complex
(P11). One of the equations, for instance, comprised four lines of
notation with a total of fourteen symbols for which definitions were
available, and many others for which definitions weren’t. Readers
were regularly observed opening the diagram for this equation and
then viewing it for some time. Beyond the primary use of answering
questions about symbols, equation diagrams supported new ways
of navigating the text. For instance, the diagrams permitted one
reader to skim the technical section by opening the diagrams for
one equation after another, without feeling the need to carefully
consult the text in between (P7).
Priming glossary. Among the features of ScholarPhi, priming
glossaries were the least used during the reading task. A few readers
(6 / 27) were observed consulting the priming glossary for a non-
trivial amount of time, declared in our protocol to be 10 or more
seconds. Although readers rarely consulted the priming glossary
during the study, they saw the glossary as being useful in two
scenarios. First, the priming glossary was envisioned as a useful
tool for orienting to the terminology used in a paper before reading
it (P13, P16). Two readers spent a substantial amount of time (i.e.,
two minutes (P16) and over five minutes (P1)) carefully studying
the glossary at the beginning of the reading task. Second, readers
hoped that the glossary might provide additional information about
a nonce word that could not be found in a definition tooltip. In fact,
it appeared that several readers accessed the glossary as a fallback
when the definition tooltip did not contain the information that
readers were looking for (P3, P12, P14, P22).
Coordination of features. Observations of readers’ behavior offer
evidence of the usability of the holistic set of features. The tool
features appeared to be discoverable. During the tutorial task, read-
ers often discovered features on their own by tinkering with the
interface, like the ability to jump to a definition in the paper from
the definition tooltip (P2), or the presence of lists of definitions and
usages (P6). Furthermore, during the unstructured reading task,
readers sometimes chained together interactions with multiple
ScholarPhi features as they sought information about nonce words.
For instance, one participant (P6) clicked an equation to reveal a
diagram, selected one of the symbols in the diagram, opened the
list of definitions for the symbol, and then clicked on a link that
took them to one of those definitions. Sequences of interactions
like this sometimes lasted only a few a seconds from start to end.
Several readers chained interactions across multiple of ScholarPhi’s
features in a similar way (P6, P8, P13, P19). Readers’ positive expe-
riences with the individual features as well as the tool as a whole
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indicates the suitability of ScholarPhi’s design for helping read-
ers find what they need to know about nonce words in scientific
papers.
6 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
6.1 Summary of results
The outcomes of the usability study produced the following answers
to the research questions:
Do the features of ScholarPhi aid readers’ ability to understand
the use of nonce words when reading complex scientific papers? Yes.
When asked to answer questions requiring understanding of nonce
words, readers answered questions significantly more quickly with
ScholarPhi than with a baseline PDF reader, while viewing signifi-
cantly less of the paper.
Do readers elect to use the features when given unstructured reading
time? Yes. 96% of readers used ScholarPhi’s features at least once
during 15 minutes of unstructured reading time. Tooltips were
the most frequently used feature: readers opened a median of 10
tooltips for symbols, and 5 for terms. Equation diagrams were
opened a median of 3 times. Almost all participants opened a list
of definitions, defining formulae, or usages at least once.
How are the features used to support the reading experience? On
the whole, readers used the features for the reasons expected: they
referred to tooltips to remind themselves of forgotten definitions,
activated declutter to find information about nonce words within a
less cluttered view of the paper, and opened equation diagrams to
view the definitions of many symbols at once. Readers also used the
tools to support the reading experience in unconventional ways, for
instance using the list of usages as a “guide” to support a non-linear,
curiosity-driven reading, and skimming a section by jumping from
one equation diagram to the next.
6.2 Limitations
A major limitation of the usability study is its focus on a single pa-
per, where performance was measured for only three tasks. Papers
vary widely in clarity and readability. To improve generalizability
of the study, the paper was selected to be a widely-read scientific
paper exhibiting some of the very problems the system was seeking
to address. Furthermore, the three tasks were chosen to require an
understanding of different types of nonce words: terms referring
to datasets, baselines, and symbols. In the future, we will continue
to evaluate ScholarPhi on a variety of research papers, as has been
done to date through the iterative design process for the tool. A
second limitation, that pertains to the tool’s suitability for support-
ing unstructured reading, is that readers in the study only used
the tool for 15–20 minutes, and may have not had enough time
to discover limitations that would preclude them using the tool in
the future. Observations from our pilot studies have suggested that
readers continue to find aspects of the tool useful after 20 minutes
of reading, but longitudinal studies are necessary to better assess
how readers would employ ScholarPhi in day-to-day use.
6.3 Future work
The study of ScholarPhi has revealed three opportunities for future
research to advance the potential of intelligent reading interfaces
to aid in the authoring and reading of scientific papers.
6.3.1 Connecting readers to definitions beyond the paper. Readers
in the formative studies, pilot studies, and usability study all asked
for the ability to look for definitions of terms that resided outside
of a paper. This means that readers were looking for definitions
of terms that were not nonce words, but were rather jargon or
domain-specific vocabulary. Readers also asked for the ability to
look up information about cited papers within the paper they were
currently reading. Substantial further design work is needed to pro-
vide just-in-time, relevant definitions like these that connect readers
to external information sources, though prototypes of such tools
are already being built (e.g., [1, 39]). A key design challenge which
represents an opportunity for novel research is how to address the
design motivations of providing scent, tailoring definitions, and
minimizing distractions in a setting where definitions are sourced
from massive corpora comprised of source documents of widely
varying quality (e.g., other papers, Wikipedia, or the science blogo-
sphere). Our research suggests that if this design problem can be
solved in a well-designed tool, researchers would enthusiastically
embrace that tool.
6.3.2 Co-development of reading interfaces and machine learning
models. Are today’s machine learning models up to the task of de-
tecting definitions of nonce words so that users can use ScholarPhi
for arbitrary papers? A recent study [4] indicates that the state-of-
the-art algorithms for definition detection currently have a problem
of recall when it comes to detecting definitions in scientific papers.
This raises the question of whether readers would still want to use
ScholarPhi if some definitions were not detected by the system, or
if some of the predictions were wrong. Furthermore, it is unclear
how best to tune the precision-recall tradeoff of an AI method,
since we don’t yet know whether false positives are more detrimen-
tal to the reader experience than false negatives. Researchers in
human-computer interaction have explored how users interact with
an imperfect artificial intelligence [45, 95]. Tools like ScholarPhi
may benefit from an analogous thread of research which explores
how models for augmenting texts with interactive affordances can
convey uncertainty. Conventional solutions like showing multiple,
alternative predictions (i.e., definitions) may not suit the setting
of scientific papers, where showing additional definitions may dis-
tract and ultimately lead to disuse of the tool. The success of both
human-computer interaction research into augmented reading and
applied natural language processing depend on a co-exploration of
the underlying algorithms and management of user expectations
at the same time.
6.3.3 ScholarPhi for writing scientific papers. Is there a dual of
ScholarPhi that could support the task of writing clear scientific pa-
pers? Such a tool might better support the goals of ScholarPhi than
a post-hoc augmented reading interface by placing a small burden
on an author in order to reduce the mental effort expended by the
author’s many readers. Features that an author might wish for are
the ability to know when they have left a nonce word undefined,
when they use the same nonce word to mean two different things
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(as is often the case for symbols like k), and to know when they
are using two redundant nonce words to refer to the same thing.
The same paper processing technologies that can detect definitions
and relate two nonce words to each other could suit writing just as
well as reading. As we saw in the development of ScholarPhi, the
design exploration of augmented writing interfaces likely needs
to begin with careful observations of writers to understand how
lightweight, non-intrusive features can support the writing task
without distracting authors.
7 CONCLUSION
Our formative study showed that readers find nonce words in scien-
tific texts confusing, but may choose not to look up what the nonce
words mean given the anticipated cost of doing so. The ScholarPhi
system was designed to help readers concentrate on the cognitively
demanding task of reading scientific papers by providing them effi-
cient access to definitions of nonce words. The iterative design of
the system revealed that systems like ScholarPhi’s need to tailor
definitions to the passage where a reader seeks an understanding
of a nonce word, provide scent, and avoid distracting readers from
their reading. A usability study with 27 researchers showed that
when using ScholarPhi versus a standard PDF reader, they could
answer questions that required an understanding of nonce words in
less time, viewing less of the paper, with ScholarPhi. Readers could
see using ScholarPhi’s definition tooltips and equation diagrams
“often” or “always” if they were available in their reading interface.
These strong empirical results suggest that researchers are eager
and ready for tools like ScholarPhi that support the reading task
by providing just-in-time, position-sensitive definitions of nonce
words when and where they need them.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Implementation of ScholarPhi
This section describes our suite of algorithms for preparing papers
to be read in ScholarPhi. These implementations, along with an
interactive paper annotation tool for cleaning up the outputs of
these algorithms, is available for other tool builders to use in our
public repository.3
Paper preprocessing. ScholarPhi currently supports papers which
have been written using the TEX typesetting language. By restrict-
ing the domain of papers to those that have TEX, ScholarPhi is able
to more precisely identify the locations of symbols and relation-
ships between them. Given the TEX source for a paper, plain text
sentences are extracted by removing macros and replacing citations
and equations with placeholders. The plain text is split into a se-
quence of sentences using pysbd [77], a state-of-the-art sentence
boundary detector. These sentences act as inputs to the algorithms
for detecting definitions and usages of nonce words.
Symbol detection. To detect symbols in a paper, ScholarPhi first
extracts all equations from the TEX for the paper using a custom
TEX lexer. Each equation is parsed using KATEX [40], an open source
library for rendering LATEX equations in the browser. This yields, for
each equation, a representation of that equation in MathML [27], a
flavor of XML where elements correspond to identifiers, operators,
numbers, and combinations thereof.
ScholarPhi climbs the MathML tree, building up symbols that
are more and more complex, assigning those made at lower levels
of the tree as sub-symbols of those made at higher levels of the tree.
In this manner, composite symbols are identified.
Nonce word localization in PDFs. To make nonce words interac-
tive, ScholarPhi must know the positions of those words in the PDF.
It is non-trivial to extract structured representations of mathemati-
cal symbols from PDFs based on the information available in PDFs.
Hence, ScholarPhi makes use of a technique described by Siegel
3See the project repository at https://github.com/allenai/scholarphi.
et al. [83] to find the bounding boxes of objects of interest in PDFs
when TEX source files are available. Specifically, the technique per-
turbs the colors of the objects by detecting the text span that creates
the object, and wrapping the span in coloring commands. Then, the
TEX document is compiled into a PDF, and simple computer vision
techniques are used to detect the regions of the colorized PDF that
differ from the original PDF. These regions form the bounding box
for the object.
To adapt this technique to the detection of symbols, ScholarPhi
needs to know which spans of characters in a TEX file corresponded
to a symbol. Therefore, the KATEX equation parser (see above) was
instrumented to report which character spans of each TEX equa-
tion corresponded to which MathML elements in the MathML tree
produced by the KATEX parser. Once the character offsets of each
symbol in the paper’s TEX is known, the technique by Siegel et al.
[83] can be used to locate the precise bounding box of each symbol
in the PDF. The bounding boxes of terms and sentences are detected
using the same method. The character offsets of terms within the
TEX are extracted by the custom TEX processor that can take an
arbitrary list of term names as input and determine the offsets of
all appearances of those terms. The character offsets of sentences
are extracted by the sentence boundary detector.
Term and definition detection. For some of the prototypes as-
sessed in Section 3.2, terms and definitions were extracted using
an automatic, state-of-the-art definition recognition algorithm [4].
As in the case with most algorithms in Natural Language Process-
ing, the results are not 100% correct. This system is under active
development as part of this project and accuracy is anticipated to
improve steadily.
Because we wanted to assess the designed interfaces affordances
of ScholarPhi without delving into issues relating to error recovery
(which is a separate and relevant topic) for the usability study
described in Section 5, wemanually corrected and selected the terms
and definitions shown to participants. To scaffold our prototyping
efforts, a custom PDF annotation tool was developed (which is also
included in our suite of open source tools), which supported the
tagging of arbitrary text as terms, and the tagging of those terms
with arbitrary lists of definitions and usages.
Usage extraction. Usages of a nonce word were extracted as all
sentences that contained the nonce word. Containment was de-
termined by comparing the character offsets of the sentences and
nonce words where they appeared in the TEX. Defining formulae
were extracted for symbols by searching for equations in which the
symbol appeared on the left-hand side of an equation (i.e., to the
left of a definition operator like “=”). Each appearance of the nonce
word in a usage was wrapped in HTML tags that allowed the nonce
word to be highlighted in lists of usages in the web interface.
User interface. The user interface builds on top of the Mozilla
Foundation’s open source pdf.js web viewer [62]. ScholarPhi’s inter-
active features, including definition tooltips, lists of usages, declut-
tering, symbol selection, equation diagrams, and priming glossaries,
are all implemented as an overlay atop the pdf.js PDF reader. Visual
styling is accomplished using custom styles using Material UI com-
ponents [58] as a starting point. The features are written in 10.5k
lines of React code, which complements the 10.2k lines of Python
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code and 200 lines of custom TEX coloring macros that are used to
process the papers before they reach the user interface.
Symbols and formulae are rendered throughout the interface.
Rather than show symbols using bitmaps extracted from the PDFs,
TEX for equations and symbols are rendered within the browser
using KATEX. This has the advantage of rendering symbols and
equations at a high resolution. In addition, definitions and usages
that contain equations can be rendered in views like tooltips and
lists of usages where their text must be able to wrap.
To display equation diagrams, definitions for symbols and sub-
symbols are overlaid on top of the page. Labels are placed on the top
and bottom boundaries of the equation with a fixed margin between
the equation and labels. Labels are spaced horizontally using a
constraint-based layout algorithm implemented in Labella.js [50].
They are split evenly between the top and bottom of the equation,
with label position determined by which side of the equation the
symbol is closest to.
Algorithms for both straight (i.e., diagonal, single-segment) and
orthogonal (i.e., two-segment, horizontal-then-vertical) leader lines
are implemented in the ScholarPhi code.
Technical limitations. Most aspects of ScholarPhi are currently
automated, with a few limitations. As it stands, much of the docu-
ment processing is automated, such as symbol detection, sentence
detection, and nonce word localization in PDFs. (Some minor ad-
justments were made to correct errors for the usability study.) As
mentioned, the current implementation is applied only to docu-
ments with TEX source, but we intend for future versions of to
be able to deliver full functionality on arbitrary PDFs, perhaps by
making use of state-of-the-art tools for symbol extraction from
scholarly documents (e.g., SymbolScraper [21]).
Definition detection is the one stage that requires further ad-
vances to the state-of-the-art to achieve full functionality. In future
work, we intend to investigate error recovery mechanisms and
user-supplied corrections. We also see work like ScholarPhi as in-
forming the direction of further advances for the state of the art in
automated definition recognition.
A.2 Details of Statistical Analysis
A.2.1 Modeling mixed-effects in repeated measures studies. For the
analysis of results in Section 5, we use the generalized linear mixed-
effects model (GLMM). GLMMs are often used to analyze repeated
measures studies, in which the same subject contributes multiple
(potentially correlated) measurements.[52] They have been used
for such studies in medicine [17], behavioral studies [20] and even
usability studies of semantic layouts [31].
A.2.2 F-tests for significant effect of interface. For each of the quan-
titative measurements (y), we fit a GLMM with fixed effects β for
the interface (x1) and question (x2) factors (and a fixed-effects in-
teraction term).
This is done using the lme4 package in R [7], we fit the following
GLMM:
д(E[y]) = β0 + γj + β1x1 + β2x2 + β3x1x2 (1)
where д is the link function,4 random intercepts γj ∼ N(0,σ 2γ )
capture individual variation of participant j. Using the lmerTest
R package [49], we conduct F-tests for differences in fixed-effect
estimates between each interface option, repeated for each y.5 We
perform Holm-Bonferroni [35] correction on the p-values using the
p.adjust R package). We find significance for Correct (p = .047),
Ease (p < .001),Confidence (p = .040), Time (p < .001),Distance
(p = .005), Area (p < .001) — even while controlling for question
and participant-specific effects. That is to say, for these metrics, the
F-test has identified that the choice of interface (Basic, Declutter
or ScholarPhi) is a significant factor. Note that the F-test does not
assess which of these interfaces is more or less impactful on the
metric.
A.2.3 t-tests for pairwise contrasts between interfaces. We conduct
a post-hoc analysis of pairwise contrasts to quantify the differences
in mean effect of interface on y under the GLMM (and controlling
for question). Two-sided t-tests for pairwise contrasts are computed
using the emmeans R package,6 and results are shown in Table 1.
A.2.4 Ordinal regression for Likert-scale variables. As Ease and
Confidence are measured on a 5-point Likert scale, a linear GLMM
estimated means may be ill-suited for analysis, especially if Ease
and Confidence are sufficiently non-Normally distributed. We
additionally perform likelihood ratio tests after fitting analogous
cumulative link mixed-effects models (CLMM) provided in the or-
dinal R package [16]. Likelihood ratio tests, which are similar
to F-tests but more conservative, yielded similar p-values — Ease
(p < .001) and Confidence (p = 0.045) — and resulted in the
same conclusions as those when using the GLMM. Since pairwise
contrasts are not available through emmeans (or other libraries)
for CLMMs, we’ve opted to use the GLMM model for Ease and
Confidence to enable subsequent analysis for Table 1.
4We use the identity link д(z) = z for y ∈ { Ease, Confidence, Time, Distance,
Area }. We use the logit link д(p) = log(p/(1−p)) fory = Correct, which is treated
as a Bernoulli variable.
5The F-test is not applicable when y ∼ Bernoulli, so we performed the similar, but
slightly less conservative, likelihood ratio test for y =Correct [49].
6Because the GLMM for y =Correct was fit using a logit link, direct testing of
pairwise contrasts yˆi − yˆj = Pˆ r (Correct = 1 |i) − Pˆ r (Correct = 0 |j) is not
possible. We used the transform option in emmeans to perform the contrast tests
on the log-odds log Pr (Correct = 1)/Pr (Correct = 0) scale, which are linear
under the GLMM, before applying the inverse-link д−1 transformation to return to the
probability Pr (Correct = 1) scale. This yields the estimated (absolute) differences in
reported in Table 1.
